
after the theater show you will look at the sky differently, 
sure you want to know …?



What’s their main objective anyway? Why the hell should they preach their religion of bullshit to the people? Well for 
one thing it’s easy money, easy fame and easy accolades. They get the front row and front bill to speaking events. 
They get their names in lights, praised to hell and back by the genuflecting crowds of ignorance. But there’s just one 
little itzy-bitzy omission they left out of the their model. Besides the fact that it’s complete bullshit, they left out the G 
word. Yes that G word. Where the hell is God in their model? Oh that’s right, he IS in hell with their model. He’s the 
elephant in the living room, he’s the spaghetti monster in the sky. He’s the flying pink unicorn.

Incentive, incentive! Why talk about - even mention for that matter - a real-life heaven existing right smack dab in the 
middle of the fucking earth? Why mention an accurate biblical model placing heaven as a crystalline sphere contain-
ing all the little tiny sonoluminescent stars bathed in a vast celestial ocean? Think of the scale dynamics here. We 
are down-sizing our average stellar size from one million miles to one millimeter! We’re down-scaling our sun from 
864,000 miles to about 19 miles. Our beloved moon from 2,000 miles to about 13 miles.

What the hell kind of foolishness is this anyway? You mean people actually believe this crap? The short answer - YES! 
And there are many more starting to believe it every day. Thanks to people like this crazy batshit self-proclaimed Mes-
siah (yours truly) who shamelessly inundates the Youtube community with in-your-face truths and other nutbags like 
the Wild Heretic, who compiles scientifically accurate articles, the alternative cosmogony world is picking up steam 
and fast. Century-old experiments, of which the helio-tards tried to suppress to hell and back, like the Rectilineator 
and the Tamarack Mine Shafts, are being dusted off and looked at with fresh eyes. Although modern “physicists” tried 
to debunk these tests, they never bothered doing what a true objective empirical scientist should do when presented 
with such controversial evidence - like re-take the fucking test, bozo.

THEATER SHOW IN BERLIN JUNE 2015 

https://www.youtube.com/user/MrBabini/videos PDF

https://www.youtube.com/user/MrBabini/videos
http://www.apple.com


beamer beamer

Main stream theory 
VS

 Alternative theory 
2h talk



Skype with Steven 1h question time 



Plot 

Main stream topic list Main stream topic list debunk 

10 topics

Ping-pong



Technical needs 

• 2 beamers 
• 2 voice sounds 
• 2 keynotes steady 

• 1 theater stage  



Location

http://neukoellneroper.de

http://neukoellneroper.de


mainstream actor alternative actor

mainstream actor 

Actors

English speaking 



Calendar 2015 

June

25 opening 



Budget

Cost Ticket 

10 euro



Steven Joseph Christopher Writer/Idea 
Marco Transalp Writer 
Mikele Ferraro Producer/Director 

Credit 

Actor: 
Actor: 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=652524478190542&set=a.207558779353783.42261.100002989873425&type=1
https://www.facebook.com/steven.j.christopher
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=652524478190542&set=a.207558779353783.42261.100002989873425&type=1


Contact

Miranfilm Production Company
Miranfilm Production has production bases in three locations: Berlin (Germany) , San Francisco (USA) and 
Bangkok (Thailand).
MF have more than 100 professional-workers among three branch, ready to collaborate in every need of the 
Miranfilm Production Company duty!
▪ Our Berlin branch specializes in European projects with expertise in film, documentary and art production.    

Berlin serves as the center for Miranfilm's idea and project development. We are able to leverage the many 
strong relations developed throughout the years with an international and multi-skilled crew representing 
a vast network literally spanning the globe.

▪ Our San Francisco branch specializes in feature-film productions, as well as in the research and    
development of philosophical/anthropological investigations, with a particular attention paid to the future 
and the relation between Science/Technology and The Spirit.

▪ The Bangkok branch was born out of the necessity to bring some of our current productions to the final    
stages of execution in Thailand. Our ongoing feature-film project (The Sleeping Ones) is being produced 
and shot on location in Thailand. This branch has a multi-cultural crew and very skilled collaborators from 
every part of the world, joining us on our eclectic projects.

At Miranfilm, we love what we do and we love to work in a professional and harmonious way.
We would love to discover with you more of what this world has to offer.
Mikele Ferraro Director and Producer

+4917667105789
infomiranfilm@icloud.com
www.miranfilmpro.com

Movie/Theater/Documentary/Photo

mailto:infomiranfilm@icloud.com
http://www.miranfilmpro.com

